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, It' the sulphur content that is the chief 
carbon thus making a reduCIng I agenTt.h Itassmaker"s knowledge was of a fairly 

, k' the black co our, e g b bt' d 
agent In ma ' lOg h' I Sulphur could have een 0 alOe h ' I t dard to produce t IS g ass, d 
high tec Olca s an , I h ' h drite or gypsum in Englan , ' the form of calcIUm su pate 10 an y 

10 , hes a ualitative analysis of blue glass from 
The blue glass In sample J matc ,(q 'th cobalt oxide being the chief 'bl which shows a sllTular composl IOn WI a crucI e 

colouring agent. 

The base glass in all cases is very similar. , 

, 11 the samples seems to suggest It was not 
The occurence of manganese bl~t introduced in some of the raw materials, deliberately IOcluded but was pro ay , , 

' further excavation of the same site where thiS 
I am at present engaged 10 a dl'ng the trial trenches whICh 

I It' 109 the area surroun , , , 
time we are comp ete y s rtpp d' th t there are more anomaltes 10 thiS area, 
revealed structures. A survey 10 ICates a Th' 'f it is found should show for 

h I h . the glass furnace IS , I h ' 
one of w~ic ope IS basic 'construction of a furnace in t e tranSI-
the first time what happeneddto the If ed furnaces after 1615 in England. 
tional period from wood-fife to coa - Ir . 

I t d a further season that the excavation will be comp e e 10 It is envisaged 
next year. 
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EUROPEAN GREEN GLASS BOTTLES OF 
THE SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES 

A NEGLECTED AREA OF STUDY 

by 

Robert H. McNULTY 

An ordinary bottle is not a work of art, nor does it exhibit many elements 
of creative spirit. It is only now in retrospect, looking back some two or three 
centuries, that we of today find the mundane and common objects of the past 
exciting and interesting. And for this reason there has developed currently a high 
level of collecting interest in seventeenth and eighteenth century bottles. 

But common bottles of this period, though not particularly old nor artistic, 
do have great importance from many points of view besides that of collecting. 
The widespread use of glass bottles by a society either indicates that bottles had 
a low unit cost and were readily available or that large segments of the society 
were sufficiently wealthy to afford glass objects with a short use span. Bottle 
production became more and more an industrial function and cannot be considered 
without analyzing the political and economic forces at work within the country. 
Was bottle production basically a trade product largely to be transported and used 
outside of the national borders, or was it primarily for domestic consumption? 
What changing social factors and tastes affected the use of bottles? The mere 
~anges in shape of the common bottle hold both questions and answers . Why 
did they change? And once we know the approximate dates of these changes, the k~owledge becomes invaluable to the historical archaeldgist of today, Armed 
With knowledge of style change and the different dating brackets, bottles provide 
a tool for dating the stratigraphic layers uncovered in the cpurse of an excavation. 

It is my hope in this short paper to stimulate a greater interest in an exchange 
of knowledge about the so called « wine bottles » of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. As these type bottles represent the vast bulk of glass production for 
mOst cOuntries by the middle of the 18th century it is not an insignificant area of glass history. , 

I d What is meant by the term « wine bottle»? Since I only have detailed know-(~.ge on English and Dutch bottles I must generalize from these two countries. Ig. 1.) , 
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Around 1635-1640, a new bottle form began to be used in the Netherlands 
and England . It was made of g reen glass with a ball-like body and had no wicker 
or leather protective covering. There was just enough indentation or kick at the 
base to remove the rough pontil scar from surface contact. This slight kick 
allowed the bottle to stand upright. Around the neck some centimeters below 
the mouth, a crude strip of g lass was wound. This was used as an anchor around 
which string was wrapped, tying the bottle's cork stopper in place. From this 
use comes the name «string rim ». The rim might also have served as an aid 
in holding the bottle, preventing it from slipping through one's f ingers. 

These first bottles were light-green and small, only about 5 - 5 % " (12.5 -
14.5 cm.) tall. (Fig. 2.) Why they were produced and what was their use can 
only be inferred. Possibly the increased wealth and mobility of the age created 
demand for an inexpensive liquor container, cheaper to make than the wicker 
covered bottles or the molded, four sided bottles then in use. Certainly they were 
simple to make and could be broken or discarded without financia l hardship. 

This type bottle, as did almost all bottles made in Western European countries, 
went through many style changes before the beginning of the nineteenth century, 
by which time a shape resembling our modern cylindrical form had evolved. In 
the Netherlands and England , the short neck grew longer, possibly to add more 
volume. Later, as the ball body tended to be rather unstable, the size of the base 
was increased by expanding and deepening the kick. But with increasing use of 
these bottles in the third quarter of the seventeenth century, transporting and 
storing such long necked bottles became a problem. Thus the neck length was 
decreased until it reached the extreme of being only a little more than 1 " 
(2.5 cm.) long. At the same time, the diameter of these base was further increased, 
giving the bottle a larger and wider kick. The larger kick might also have been 
a possible aid in the annealing process . 

It is thought that on the outset, these bottles were merely for transferr ing 
small quantities of wine from casks kept in the cellar up to the dining area. Wine 
was no t transported from the vineyard in these early bottles, nor was it purchased 
in them. But later on in the seventeenth century, with improved bottle strength, 
people began to request that the best wines be bottled. Wine kept in casks which 
saw constant use suffered from too much air reaching the wine and it soon became 
vinegar. Also by bottling, there was less danger that the lees would change the 
wine's flavor and a wine could be held longer, four to six years, when bottl ed , 
as opposed to cask wine once the cask had been opened . 

The practice of wine maturing in bottles required space, and bottle shapes 
as mentioned above changed to accommodate the need . Necks became shorter and 
shorter near the end of the seventeenth century. The string rim moved up the 
neck to just below the mouth around 1680-1690. This was because corks were 
now being driven into the neck, flush with the mouth and no longer just tied 
in place . Brass wire replaced thread in securing the cork, and sealing was com
pleted by covering the cork and wi re with cloth and dipping in wax. 
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Fig. 2 

Fig . 1 

With wine now maturing in bottles it was . 
~he cork wet, causing it to swell and thus ' a necessIty to constantly keep 
lO use near the seventeenth cent ' I prevent aIr from entering. As the form 
ne~t. thirty or so years saw a ~?dS c ose was awkward to lay on its side, the 
f~cdltate the development of horfzo ual ~en~thelllng. and flattening of sides to 
dIameter became smaller and the :~~~ bInnIng and Its saving of space. The base 
bottl.es Were sometimes binned 'd donce agaIn lllcreased in leng th. Earlier 
pOSSIbly to keep the lees in the u

psl
k 

e h Own to ~eep the cork moist and also 
nec , t us affectIng the least amount of . 

B 174 wme. 
'f y 0, open molds were used t f h 

Unl orm shape with flat sides I 0 orm t e body of the bottle and a fairly 
nee~ to save space that resulted ~omp ~~ed . the transition made necessary by the 
a reInforcement of the tooled_dO~~~ip:nnlng . The string rim was now primarily 

My own area of research ha b d . 
pr~d~ced in the Netherlands I Sf een . evoted pnmarily to bottles found and/ or 
an. ottle form in France Ger n ormatlOn has. also been gatheted on bottle use 
~rltten over two hundred' la ma.ny a.nd BelgIUm. In collecting this data I have 
d~!l~~tors in these countrie; rSs hl sltor~ans, museums, archaelogists, archives, and 

~I ed knowledge on s '['n on your cases did I locate an individual with 
~a~Ority had bottles in th~~cl l~c types of bottles or bottle production . The vast 

glcalIy excavated and th g ss collectIOns, but the bottles had not been archaeo
ere was no dating information. 
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My work with the bottles used in the Netherlands during the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries is now completed and will be published in the 1971 
edition of the Journal of Glass Studies of the Coming Museum of Glass. But 
as the Netherlands imported bottles from Germany, France, present day Belgium, 
England, Spain, and Portugal during the eighteenth century and as no excavations 
have been made on bottle producing glass houses of this time in the Netherlands, 
some knowledge of bottle production in all these countries was lleeded just to 
study the bottles of this one country. 

The general lack of knowledge which I found, with the exception of 
England, is the main reason for my urging greater research and information 
exchange on these type bottles. Glass scholars and archaeologists in England have 
long realized the importance of common bottles and a large body of writings 
now exist upon bottle form evolution, uses, export and import, bottle house 
excavations, and the technology of bottle production. Of particular note is an 
article in the Journal of Glass Studies by Ivor Noel Hume entitled, «The Glass 
Wine Bottle in Colonial Virginia » e). Mr. Nod Hume stated that the purpose 
of his research «was to enable the evolution of the wine bottle to take its place 
as one of the tools essential to the archaeologist working on colonial sites» (") . 
As Director of the Department of Archaeology of Colonial Williamsburg (a 
foundation established to restore the eighteenth century British capital for the 
colony of Virginia), Mr. Noel Hume has found that SO % of all artifacts 
excavated at Williamsburg are fragments from wine bottles (3). It is probably 
because of English interest in their more recent history (the sixteenth century to 
the nineteenth century) and because we in America basically have only the seven
teenth century on in which to explore our European heritage in material culture 
that a good deal of research has been performed on wine bottles in these two 
countries . On the Continent it is a different story, as my letter writing effort 
discovered. Most state or local archaeological services in Europe have little interest 
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (sometimes produced by lack of funds 
and personnel) and what bottles are found primarily result from unsupervised 
digging. Their recovery brings no information as to date or cultural context. 

I must urge you as glass historians to be aware of the danger in the high 
level of collectors' interest with old bottles. A colleague of mine at the Smith
sonian believes that in America, collecting eighteenth and nineteenth century 
bottles has become the third most popular hobby (after stamps and coins). Bottles 
that formerly sold for $ 15 ten years ago in Europe now sell for $ 1 SO in America. 
The looting of old bottles from construction sites is happening all over the 
Netherlands and it is not uncommon that private collectors or unti<ple dealers 

(1) / 01l1"l2al of Glass Studies, vo l. HI , 196 1, pp . 90-117. 

(2) Ibid., p. 91 , footnote l. 

(3) Ivor Noel HUME, Glass in Colonial Williamsburg's Archeologicct! Col/ections, 
Colonial Williamsburg Archeologica l Series #1, Wiliiamsburg, 1969, p. 32. 
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have far superior collections than do archaeological or h' t . I 
same city. IS onca museums In the 

It is understandable if archaeological organizations f 
resources to older sites and reserve the seventeenth a d pre

ht
er 

tO
h 

allocate their 
f B 'f f n elg eent centur 't 

for. the uture. ut I uture archaeologists are to have the benefit of a . y SI es 
dat1l1g tool, bottle study must begin before it is too lat I n Invalu~ble 
this rather drab but important area of glass history as .:'. ~rge y~u to conSider 
glass container industry of today grew and which has I IS tram ese roots the 

d II b . f . mean more to the health 
an we - e1l1g 0 sOClety than any other use of glass. 

All existing literature on bottles suffers from f 
f k I d f h · a narrow ocus and the lack 

o -now e ge rom w lCh to base broad statements S h . bl" 
Continental bottle production and forms that autho' 0 m

h 
uc ~s unbPu Ished about 

b I 11 rs w 0 wnte a out or mentio 
ott es are usua y unaware of parallel or earl" d 1 '. n 

. Th h .. Ier eve opments In dIfferent 
countnes. us w en Noel Hume was writing ab tEl' h b 1 . 
f GI S d · d ou _ng IS ott es 111 the Journal 

o ass tu les an stated that no «known bottl b k' 
the beginning of the 19th century» (4), he most ce;:ain~;r w~~IJrhs ma~ks before 

;~ted {a k~ow that as early as 1748, bottles were being made wit~V~he e~~~~t~f 
~ g ass ouse In. molded relief upon their sides in Sollin German 5 

~~Ig~o~ ;~~ic!i~ t~h:~c!~~.t had never been published, though t~~se type ~t~I~~ 

Germ~n:u:t~e~o~~~~~~~~f~ . o~.this point is presente~ by a bottle type called in 
in England, Netherlands B~/~~I~' ) ixamples of thIS form have been excavated 
style a water bottle from ' th l8th' rance, and Germany. Chambon calls this 
the 17th century (7)' it ha e

b 
f century (6); Dexel calls it a wine bottle from 

ship in the former ZUid Sz ee~ ?und In London excavations and on a sunken 
in the Franken area of ~n ee abng to around 1800-1820 (8). Many museums 
been postulated that th' f ermany have several specimens of this form and it has 
and was the forer IS f arm r~presents the common container for Franken wines 
As the literal tra~~:;i~~ t~d~ s bocksbeutel flaschen from this area of Germany. 

o t IS word means the scrotum sack of a male sheep, 

Gl (4) Ivor Noel H UME Th GI' . 
ass Studies, vo l. Ill, 1961' « e ass Wll1e Bottle ll1 Colonial Virg inia », JOU1"l2al of 

( 5) , p. 93 . 
f These bottles were d d 
.ounded by Duke Carl I f PBro uce a t . the Schorbom Glass works in Soiling which was 
ISSued d f ' . 0 raunschwelg·Wolf b" tt I' 4 M e '.flIng specificall how en u e In 17 5. In 1748, an order was 

B useumsdlrektor of the HY' t . thhe bottles were to be marked . I am in debt to D r Plath 
EDER D' IS onsc es Museum H f I " f' . . ' 

19 ,« le Furstlich B· h " ,annover, or t l1S ll1 ormatlOn. See Wllhelm 
27 p 61 launsc welglschen GI h t N' d . , . . as u ten », le erschslsches Jahrbuch, vo l. 4, 

(fl) Ray d chet T # mOn CIiAMBON L' H . . d 
, 12. , lstOwe 11 V en'e ell Belgique Bruxelies, 1966, Plan-

(7) Waiter DEXEL Dc!s .. . ' 
195 (8) Museul1l voo 'd Hausge" at Mitteleuropas, Berlin, 1962, plate 649 e, p. 313. 

5/XU 81 was founrd ;n I{~~eImeerpolder, Schokland (N.O .P .) , Netherlands. Bottle #Z 
Ipwreck B6 which sank between 1800-1820. 
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this form certainly more closely resembles its namesake than do today's German 
bocksbeutel fl aschen with their flattened base and distinct shoulder. But the same 
form with this uniquely tooled rim was used as a container for the famous natural 
mineral waters of Belgium as Chambon so indicates (9 ) . Which use came first 
and who influenced whom? What is needed are archaeological excavations of 
glass house sites that produced this bottle form to add greater knowledge on its 
origin and date. 

Unlike England, where most bottles found there have been assumed to be 
of English origin and be representative of forms produced in English glasshouses, 
Continental countries cannot make this assumption. Trade areas were broader and 
by the middle of the eighteenth century, bottle demand was huge. Illustrating 
the need and uses of these bottles is a quote from Scovilles' Capitalism and French 
Glassmaking (1il ) . He cites the statement of a French bottle manufacturer near 
Bordeaux who claimed in 1753 that : 

«There is not a single middle-class Frenchman who is not obliged to keep 
five or six hundred bottles on hand ... merely for family use. The widow Mitchell 
confirmed this statement in representing to Your Highness that wine- whether 
it be sold in the city our exported from the realm- is kept much better in bottles 
than in barrels. Each inhabitant who now keeps his wine in bottles requires about 
two hundred fifty bottles for the wine contained in a keg. And, as bottles are 
fragile, never a year passes but that the same man is obliged to buy a hundred 
or more bottles to replace those that have been broken. This custom of bottling 
wines has even spread to thatched-roof cottages. There is no peasant around 
Bordeaux who does not take his bottle to work filled with wine or some other 
beverage. This alone occasions an immense demand. » 

Domestic production often could not meet demands and imported bottl es 
complicate any study of forms produced or used by a region or country. The 
Netherlands can serve as an example. In 1751 , glasshouse owners from Dordrecht, 
Rotterdam, Middleburg, and Amersfoort sought to have duties placed upon the 
import of green glass (also called black glass) vessels. Austrian Netherlands had 
become a major source of competition in the Dutch bottle market. Charleroi had 
a special license for «Dutch» bottles. A bottle factory was built in Bruxelles by 
1744 and Brugge alone shipped 400,000 to 500,000 bottles to Amsterdam and 
Middleburg after 1750. Again in the 1760's, Duch factory owners complained 
of the harm done their trade by cheap imports. But Amsterdam merchants replied 
by saying Dutch producers could not supply their needs and they were forced 

(0) See the foll owing articles J. BRASS INNE, « Supports de Bouteill es it ea Ll de Spa 
XVI(- XV III" siecles », Ch,.onique Archeologique du Pays d e Liege, t. VII, 19 12, pp . 12·1 8 ; 
A. D E THI ERS, « Bouteilles it eau de Spa », L es Cahiers A ,.dennaiJ, nO 8, 1938 ; J. SQUIL BE<:K , 
« Un curieux specimen de verrerie liegeoise tro Llve en Ang leterre », Bulletin des M useeJ 
R.oyaux d' A ,.t et d'HistoiJ'e , n" 2, mars-av ril 19 38. 

(10) Warren C. SCOV ILLE, CapitaliJ11Z and French GlasslllClking 1640-1789, Berkeley, 
1950, pp. llD-Ill. 
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Fig. 3 

Fig. 5 Fig. 6 
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to import bottles mainly from Spain and Portugal. Protective legislation. though, 
d'd ome in 1769 and 1771 and a fifty percent duty was placed upon Imported 
b~ttl~s from the Austrian Netherlands, England and Holstein (11). 

Spain, while exporting bottles to .the Netherla~d, imported bottles from the 
glasshouses of Bristol, England, for s~lpment to their colomes .. For pro?f, I know 
of two Spanish shipwrecks of the eighteenth century on wh~ch English shaped 
bottles have been found, and many other examples probably eXIst. From the wreck 
believed to be the Capitana, sunk in 1715 off the east Flond~ coast, were recovered 
typical English squat bottles of this period. Th.e other ship was the Matanzero 
which sank in 1741 off Yucatan, Mexico. Again English bottles of that p.enod 
were recovered . I have found English bottles excavated In such diverse CltJes as 
Lubeck and Frankfurt, Germany; Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Arnhem, Nether
lands. 

A further example of this mixing of bottles and thus complicating thei r 
identity is provided by the recent archaeological . work on the. Dutch ship 
« Amsterdam» which sank into the sand off Hastings, England In 1749. Part 
of the cargo was 12,000 bottles of French wine. Two bottle forms were pre;~nt 
and the idea was put forth that each contai~ed a ?ifferent type of French wine ( ) . 
But the actual difference is that one form IS typical of French bottles of the 1740-
1750 period and the other form (see fig. 6) is typical of Dutch bottles used for 
bottling French wine from the Bordeaux r~g~on . Thus the bottles do not represent 
different wines, only different natIOnal onglns. 

In conclusion, I have tried, by the examples cited, to ill~strate the confusion 
that currently exists concerning the types of bottles produced In W. estern European 
countries and how necessary from an archaeological.and a matenal ~ult~re pOint 
of view is further scholarship and writing. It is time for glass hlstonans and 
archaeologists in Europe to recognize this to be an area worthy of study as have 
their colleagues in England and America. 

(11 ) Ferrand W. HUDIG, D efS ClefS, Wien, 1923 , pp. 11 3-11 4 . 
s in (1 2) See an article entitled « Wreck Launches a Thousand Hopes », a nonym~u f 

H ollemd H e,.edd , vol. 4, #11 , November, 1969, p p. 25 -29 . .on page 28, Peter Mar~/~ ~f 
London 's Guildhall Museum is quoted as saY lOg of the WlOe bottl es that, « The s PP

t 
es 

the bottles ap pears to have differentiated between the ty pes (of wine) encl osed ». IC ur 
of the recovered bottle types are on pp. 28 and 29. 
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DAS BAROCKPRINZIP 
IN DER BOHMISCHEN GLASINDUSTRIE 

DES 17. UND 18. JAHRHUNDERTS 
von 

Emmanuel POCHE 

Institut der Theorie und Kunstgeschichte 
der Tschechoslovakischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 

Prag 

Das bohmische Glas des 17. und 18. Jahrhunderts, einem Zeitraume, der 
sich stilmassig mit dem Begriffe des Barock dekt, ist ein Weltphanomen. 

Es ist in seinem Fache das ausgepragteste in Art, Gestalt und Type das 
reichste, geschichtliche llmfangreichste und in seinem Hauptzweige, den soge
nannten geschnittenen bohmischen Kristall eines der a:ltesten und grundlegendsten. 

Uber dieses Glas wurde schon viel geforscht und auch geschrieben. Trotzdem 
kann nicht behauptet werden, dass unsere Kenntnisse iiber das bohmische Glas 
in den angefiihrten zwei Jahrhunderten irgendwie vollstandig komplett waren 
und dass das, was man bisher festgestellt hat, was bisher tradiert wird oder hypo
thetisch angedeutet wurde, eine definitive Giiltigkeit hatte. 

Auch die bisher laufende Bezeichnung des bohmischen Glases des 17. und 
18. Jahrhunderts als Barock-Glas ist viel zu pauschaliert und konnte nur der 
z~itlichen Einreihung von Glassern in die Grenzen zweier Jahrhunderte, mecha
l11sch als Zeitraum des Barock bezeichnet dienen. Denn ahnlich wie in den 
iibrigen Zweigen der bildenden Kunst jen;r Zeit, entspricht auch im Glas nicht 
alI~s dem Begriffe des Barock, wie es iibrigens auch die moderne kunsthistorische 
WIssenschaft definiert. 

Beachten wir diese Stilbezeichnung der bohmischen Glasproduktion des 17. 
u?d 18. Jahrhunderts. Es ist eine Produktion, die durch Vielseitigkeit der Tech
nlken, der Verarbeitung und der Ausschmiickung die Heterogenitat der Glas
~acherkunst von heute vorzeichnet. Ein bemerkenswertes Beispiel der Kontinuitat 
In der bohmischen Kunstindustrie. Es kreuzen sich hier die traditionelle und die 
progressive chemische Zusammensetzung, Glasrohstoffe, Funktion der Erzeugung, 
techmsche Arten der Ausschmiickung sowie der Formung, wie sie die Renaissance 
schuf, Wle der Manieris111us daran ankniipfte und was hier das Barock tatsachlich ZUsetzte. 

Beim. Glas des 17. und 18. Jahrhunderts erreicht vor allem in kiinstlerischer 
Und techmscher Hinsicht das traditionelle emailliet·te Gtar, hergestellt in Mittel-
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